NEW PRODUCTS
CHAMBER-VIEW

COMP-TAC G42 HOLSTER

The Chamber-View safety block for semi-automatic
pistols is designed to provide visible safety and security. Made
of 100-percent silicone, the unit is completely impervious to
cleaning chemicals and makes the host pistol incapable of being
seated in a holster. The high-visibility orange unit gives users a
clearly visible indicator of a safe and empty pistol. For more information, visit
chamber-view.com or call 603-864-8999.

New from Comp-Tac
Victory Gear LLC is a Kydex
concealed-carry holster for the
new Glock 42 in .380 ACP. Combining the light weight and resistance to extreme environments
of Kydex with the compact
and powerful new Glock pistol
makes for a potent concealedcarry combination. Holsters are
available in left- and right-hand
configurations, and matching
Kydex magazine pouches are
also available. For more information, visit comp-tac.com or
call 866-441-9157.

CONCEALED CARRIE

DESANTIS CITY SLICKER
COIN PURSE

Offering a wide range of concealment bags,
Concealed Carrie offers products ranging from satchels and
totes to laptop cases and
clutches. The bags come in a
variety of colors and leathers,
including crocodile and ostrich
print. Holsters attach to Velcro
inside the bags, allowing users to
customize the angle and position
of the gun and make the bags
ambidextrous. All the bags can
hold compact handguns, and
the totes and laptops cases can
fit full size handguns. For more
information, visit concealedcarrie.
com or call 770-807-8347.

Sometimes, carrying a traditional
defensive weapon isn’t practical—
and in some cases, it isn’t even
allowed. An intriguing alternative is DeSantis’s City Slicker Coin Purse, a leather-made,
clutch-sized carrier that can be easily fit into
a pocket or purse. Simply fill the City Slicker
with a handful of coins or other weights,
and it instantly becomes sap on a strong
nylon strap that can act as a very effective
close-range defensive tool. Of course, it
also serves as a useful and easily accessible change and keys respository. No more
scrounging! For more information, visit
desantisholster.com or call 800-424-1236.

GALCO iDEFENSE

HIVIZ RUGER SIGHTS

New from Galco is the iDefense, a combined iPad
case and concealed handgun carrier. Now you can carry
both of these items in one package. The
iDefense resembles a regular
iPad case or day planner, so no
one would suspect what is in
the compartment below. The
case is made of fine leather
with room for a spare
magazine inside. The zipper is lockable, and the
holster is fully adjustable
for position and angle.
For more information, visit
galcogunleather.com or
call 800-874-2526.

HiViz Shooting Systems has developed and
released two new sighting systems for popular Ruger
handguns. Both systems feature superior light-gathering
capabilities, all-steel sight base construction, and ramped and
serrated sight blades with a square profile. The SR22 sight is
part of the company’s third-generation line of sights, offering the
durability of an overmolded sight with the flexibility of interchangeable LitePipes. It includes three LitePipes in red,
green and white. The RG2245L front replacement
sight is made exclusively for the 22/45 Lite
model and comes with six LitePipes
in various colors to suit changing
lighting conditions or personal
preferences. For more information, visit hivizsights.com or
call 800-589-4315.
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NEW PRODUCTS
MTM SINGLE PISTOL CASE

NEXT LEVEL SIRT PISTOL

Designed for safely and securely carrying a single
semi-automatic pistol, the Single Pistol Pink Handgun
Case delivers durable construction, sturdy and reliable snapping latches, and a large and
comfortable carry handle.
Constructed from tough polypropylene, the case features
thick foam padding for protection as well as double padlock
tabs for security. It is designed
to house pistols with barrel
lengths of up to 4 inches.
Also available in black. For
more information, visit
mtmcase-gard.com or
call 937-890-7461.

The SIRT
Training
Pistol from
Next Level
Training brings
together a host of patent-pending technologies in a package
designed to improve a shooter’s accuracy
and gunhandling skills while effectively addressing ammunition costs and training liability
with live rounds. The pistol, which simulates the
size and handling characteristics of the Glock
17/22 series, features a fully functional rail, ergonomic frame, weighted training magazine, dual-indicator
lasers and laser take-up toggle switch. For more information,
visit nextleveltraining.com or call 360-933-4640.

OFFHAND GEAR NORB

PEARCE SHIELD GRIP EXTENSION

The No Ordinary Range Bag (NORB) from OffHand
Gear, designed and developed by a woman shooter for women
shooters, combines the styling of a handbag with the benefits of a full-feature range bag. Featuring fashionable style,
multiple pockets and an
exterior ambidextrous
zipper, the NORB is
made in the U.S. from
RipStop fabric that
is durable and water
resistant. The crossbody shoulder strap
makes it comfortable
and easy to carry. For
more information, visit
offhandgear.com.

Offering the
combined
benefits of
enhanced
ergonomics
as well as greater
control, the Grip Extension
for the Smith & Wesson M&P
Shield from Pearce Grips is an
ideal accessory for this popular pistol
series. The synthetic extension replaces the
factory magazine floor plate and is designed
to provide additional gripping area for the
shooter’s hand as well as added length for
better control and comfort. For more information, either contact
your local dealer or visit pearcegrip.com or call 800-390-9420.

PRO-SHOT PINK MULTI-CALIBER
CLASSIC UNIVERSAL PISTOL KIT

UNDERTECH UNDERCOVER

New from Pro-Shot is the
Pink Classic Pistol Kit,
a universal cleaning kit
designed for use with .22to .45-caliber pistols. The
universal cleaning kit features
a pink-coated 6.5-inch
cleaning rod with pink swivel
handle, brass patch holder,
muzzle guard, a selection
of brass core/bronze bristle
bore brushes, heavy-duty
nylon bore brush, double-end utility brush, patches, Pro Gold
sample kit and one-step CLP oiler bottle. For more information, visit proshotproducts.com or call 217-824-9133.
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Concealment tanks
are now available
from Undertech
Undercover in an expanded range of styles
and colors. Women can
choose the midriff or
full-length tank in black,
white or nude, making
it easier to subtly blend
them in with any outfit.
All tanks have a holster
on each side capable
of holding any handgun you wish to carry. The tops are silky,
stretchy and comfortable for all-day wear. For more information,
visit glockstore.com or call 800-601-8273.
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